97 chevy silverado starter

Hey everyone, I have a Chevy C with a 5. Also I haven't fully checked the Spark, but the Truck
run's fine when you spray Starting fluid into the Throttle body. Any suggestions on why the
truck isn't accepting the fuel, it cranks fine, just wont run without starting fluid. Andrew
answered 6 years ago. Get a pressure tester and check it. I have a feeling it is the fuel pressure
regulator. Eddie answered 6 years ago. Did you happen to ever figure out the problem? I've
been having the same problem and haven't been able to figure it out since May. If so please help
me thanks.. After sittiing for a few hours, we have to crank it and eventually put a little gas or
tarting fluid in the throttle body for our truck to start but runs and drives fine once it does start
and will start right up after only sitting for about an hour or so. Derrick answered 6 years ago.
Replace the ignition switch module! My truck had the same issue. GM was having ignition
switch problem way back in the 90's as well. Replace the ignition switch and the crank shaft
sensor. Jesse answered 6 years ago. I have the same problem with my 96 silverado 5. It will turn
over but won't start. I have to use starting fluid but then it runs fine once its started. What could
cause it not to start when its cold? Did you check wire harness goig around passenger side of
block. Pink wire can get hot and ground out on block causing this. I replaced 6 pumps before
finding this. Also check ecm1 fuse. Brian5point7 answered 6 years ago. I also have the same
issue. I live in Maine so naturally its cold and won't start. I put heat on it over night it would start
fine. Now it won't start at all. Not with starting fluid either I'm real frustrated with it now. Anyone
have any fixes. Fuel pressure reads 63 batt. Is fine it has a new cap and rotor i can't get this
friggin truck going and need it to get me to work on Monday. Help me. Bill answered 6 years
ago. Replaced fuel pump, fuel regulator. It runs fine in warmer weather and if I turn the key and
let the fuel pump cycle a minute before starting it. But as soon as it tuned cold it wont start
again. Any suggestions?? Nick answered 5 years ago. Off topic but can anyone help me out if
have a 98 C 5. I kept getting a P code which is high voltage to ign control circuit. I was getting
the code intermittently for a few months and now it wont spark at all. I even had it towed and
had the computer changed and still no spark any suggestions. Andrew answered 5 years ago.
Chevy answered 5 years ago. Nick sounds like you have a misfiring distributor sounds like the
fire is jumping around on the inside of the block instead of coming out through your cap try
changing your distributor. Allen answered 5 years ago. On the 98 the passlock is a module in
the column and the key switch goes inside it. There is a contact inside this module that reacts
to a change in magnetic field when the key switch is turned. There are three wires that come off
the top of the module. I skinned a spot on the orange wire an grounded it when turning the key,
This triggered the security feature, which is reset by bumping the key and then letting sit for 10
minutes, then turn the key off for at least 10 seconds. You may have to repeat this up to 3 times.
This is what fixed my problem when the ignition key switch was changed out. FYI - If the pass
lock isn't working properly, the computer will not keep the fuel pump on when the key is turned
to start and released. Note: If the battery dies or is disconnected, or the computer is
disconnected, this procedure may have to be repeated. The fix for mine is in the passlock
system. I could likely change the module in the steering column and reset the system and it
would work fine. Also had a similar issue spin and no start with a 96 Chevy Express Van with
the 5. This vehicles issue turned out to be a shorted pink wire in the wiring harness that runs up
the passenger side of the block. The vehicle had died while driving several times and wouldn't
start. Then, finally after blowing a couple fuses, would start at all. The wire that was shorting
finally burned in two. Check any place that the wiring harness is attached to the block. Big C
answered 5 years ago. I have 5. I have 96 chevy 5. Miguel answered 5 years ago. I have a 96
Silverado , and it did the exact same thing. It would fire with starting fluid after a line, filter, relay
and pump replacement. It turned out the pump I put in was for a 96 C, which has a throttle body
system and the pump only produced psi. The Fuel injection in the Silverado needs psi. Be very
careful you didn't put the wrong fuel pump in!! The Spider injector system started in No 96 had
tbi. Why do the fuel pump keep burning out so quick? My original pump lasted 60k and 10
years. The next one lasted for 30k with a new screen filter on the pump for 5 years. The next one
lasted for 3 years with a new screen. The last one lasted for a few months and also has a new
screen. I just bought another And this time will replace the wiring harness and screen. I also
replaced the entire fuel pump assembly it is contained in, as well as a new relay. It is no fun
pulling the bed or dropping the tank! Any ideas why the fuel pump is dying quicker and
quicker? Zach answered 5 years ago. Man i got a 97 Chevrolet vortec won't start in tell i put gas
throttle body but when i press on the gas or put it in gear can some one help me with this
question. It is a bit confusing what your problem is, but it sounds like your truck is fuel starved.
My first suspicion is that the pump died. Get in the bed under the window and have someone
put the key in and turn the ignition to on but don't crank it. Can you hear the fuel pump power
up? If it's quiet, then most likely that pump is shot! I cut a flap in my bed to access the pump. It
took about two hours to replace the pump. There is a few other possibilities. The fuel pump

relay could be shot, or the fuel filter could be clogged. You can test the relay by jumping two
connectors using a paper clip I saw a utube video. RossB answered 5 years ago. Put two new
cyl heads on cause of cracks. Truck started and ran nice. Shut her down to finish fine work.
Then wouldn't restart. I have spark and fuel pressure. I have replaced distributer cap rotor plugs
wires. I have replaced fuel relay and checked fuses. I had this issue once before and replacing
cap and rotor fixed it. Not this time. I'm thinking maybe a shorted wire somewhere. Oh yea. Mine
fires too when fuel goes in throttle body. Soo I got a 92 chevy Silverado and about a week ago I
went to the bank, came out and didn't want to start, and wasn't the battery because got a jump
and nothing. Does anyone know what could it be? Low fuel pressure is usually the cause. It is
the minimum that will fire the injectors. The crappy fuel the oil companies make has wax and
varnish in it too, purposely to plug up the fuel injectors and fuel filters. The crap in the fuel also
is abrasive, and gradually breaks down the pump impeller, and also lowers the output pressure.
There are also lots of cheap fuel pumps out there with substandard materials in them so they
grind themselves out on the abrasive fuel and self destruct sooner. Always carry a spare pump
and filter in the truck, and enough tools to take out the tank and replace them. The spark
problem is the cheap drive gear that GM put on the distributor, which wears out and which lets
the spark timing waunder all over the place and not match the crank sensor so it throws a code.
The coils GM makes don't last. The control module right near the coil is a common failure point
as well. GM has never been known for good electronics in any of their cars, and are designed to
fail around 50K miles. If you want less trouble, buy a Ford or Dodge, or a Toyota. I personally
won't buy any more GM cars, cause all they've made in the past 30 years is total trash. Engines
fail, transmissions fail, electronics fail etc. Many of you don't remember years ago when the
Congress passed a bill requiring all cars sold in America to have a K engine and drive train
warranty. When Ronnie Reagan AKA Ronnie Raygun became president he cancelled that K
warranty, by executive order, because the car companies were screaming about it. Crappy cars
were the result, and still are the result. GM became the worst. Ford the second worst, and
Dodge the third. Gm and Dodge went Broke, and Ford nearly broke. They all deserved to go out
of business, and should have been allowed to go broke. The car business ethics in this country
are the poorest example of ethics and quality control on the planet. Just ask someone who
owns one of their cars. All Toyota did to take over, was to make cars a little bit better, and I
mean a little bit. Now they are following in the footsteps of the American car companies, and
having the same result. Chinese cars will be here soon, and make theirs a little better and take
over the business. Greedy American car companies better get their stuff together, or they will
go out like the dinosaurs. It won't be because of something they couldn't control. It will be
because of the greed they chose not to control. Jack answered 5 years ago. Jerryvqz answered
5 years ago. Good afternoon. I have Chevy z71 5. I would shut it off crank it up 15 min later truck
would run fine. Put the scanner said it was crank and cam sensor changed them both together
with the plugs and truck won't start now. Any help is appreciated. JD answered 5 years ago.
Sounds like the catalytic convertor. This is a famous tell tale with the losing power. Find a
honest muffler shop and they can tell if it is failing by listening to the truck the way it runs now
and after they remove the O2 sensor. There will be an ever so slight performance change with
this check. Briar28 answered 5 years ago. Hi guys I'm having problems with my 96 chevy my
truck dies when I throttle up or hit the brakes while driving I have replaced fuel pump and filter
My pressures are at 55 running I have changed spark plugs and I also checked cap and rotor
and that all looks good I put scanner on it and says bank 1 lean and bank 2 lean I also pulled
cats but they were not plugged and suggestions for the next move. Guillermo answered 5 years
ago. It turned out to be the crankshaft sensor I bought was a after market crankshaft sensor so
went chevy house and bought one from them it started right up. Thanks for the help everyone.
So don't go after market on the crankshaft sensor after dollars lesson. Jerome answered 5
years ago. I got a problem similar to this i have a denali i ran out of gas i put more in it didnt
start after pourin gas in the throttle body it finally crunk i ccut it off and it didn't start again i did
this process again and hit the gas it dies again more gas in throttle body finally it stay running
but bogs and backfires real bad Ok never trust aftermarket Chinese Dist Caps or rotors. They
are all junk. It was running on 6 out of 8 cylinders. The distributors in these cars are made of
plastic. Didn't believe it till I saw it with my own eyes! Replace them on Ebay for Chevy, billet
aluminum complete, cap, rotor, sensor, about 60 bucks. Running rough, or no power, is usually
a fuel filter and or a fuel pump. Once again there are lots of cheap chinese fuel pumps that fail
usually within a year. Mine was a Napa brand and lasted 5 years. These Spider injection set ups
on the trucks have a weak fuel pressure regulator and it can leak inside the manifold and make
it backfire and burn the CPI or spider fuel injection system, and can also crack or explode the
plastic intake manifold top piece. They should be illegal. Mine blew up and caught fire. Lucky I
got it out, but it burned the internal spider injection unit so it all had to be replaced. GM cars are

designed to fail. They all suck. We need the K warranty back! Who's got the balls Mr. Certainly
not you! Scotty answered 5 years ago. I have a 95 Chevy , I'm not getting any power to fuel
pump our injectors, an when you turn the key on none of the lights on dash come on , like the
oil our batt light.. The truck will turn over. I ran hot wire to fuel pump but still not getting fuel
into injectors. I don't know if this will help anyone, but a few years ago, I about pulled my hair
out trying to figure out what was wrong with my 91 chevy truck with 5. Sometimes it would start,
sometimes not. It left me stranded several times. It would die going down the road. I tried
everything. I was removing the ignition module from the distributor when I noticed the shaft
wobbled a lot. The distributor was worn out so bad that the pick up coil would only make
contact occasionally. The engine had around K on it. Hope this helps someone. Richard
answered 5 years ago. Hi I got a 98 chevy z71 4x4 5. Melissa09 answered 5 years ago. I have a
98 Chevy truck v8 I have changed fuel pump,fuel filter,fuel relay,starter relay, and fuel pressure
regulator. I have replaced fuel pump twice thinking I got a bad one. Revinmagee answered 5
years ago. I no longer have the vehicle but I have figured it out! Thank you all for your answers.
I have checked the fuel pressure and if I open the valve there is no pressure at all I know gas is
sopposed to shot out. Alright it wouldn't be the spider injectors you could have a pinched line..
Maybe you have a line switched on the pump? Alright today i got the spider and changed it. No
luck it turns over just won't start I checked the valve there is still no fuel pressure. Now I don't
here the fuel pump come on. My question is when you buy a fuel pump are you supposed to
change the wiring connections that come with the new fuel pump. FYI this is the 2nd fuel pump I
have change. I had a couple things wrong when my 96 silverado died. First the pressure
regulator on the spider injector was leaking, the spider injector poppets were plugged up too.
Then the fuel pressure was low. Old pump was NAPA brand, lasted 5 years. So new fuel pump
and back up to 65 PSI. It also had intermittent spark and ran poorly after this. I tried the new
spark controller and no difference. Then I did a new distributor and cap and rotor. Ran like new.
The old distributor is made of plastic! At K miles it was loose like a goose. The new one came
off Ebay and was billet aluminum with a new optical sensor. Cost 67 dollars. I also noticed the
fuel pump relay that controls the fuel pump was getting intermittent as well so I replaced that
too. Funny how GM made it so everything crapped out at once. They must have put 50
engineers working for years on making it do that!!!!! But thats GM. I will never buy another one!
Also one thing that may have burned out the distributor parts was the rotor and dist cap. They
were completely worn out after 1K miles. They said the Dist terminals were made of brass, but
turned out to be brass plated steel. And, the steel was bad stuff too. All the posts inside the cap
were half worn out and gone. The Rotor had burned through as well. This made the spark
system go to full voltage to compensate, and the whole system burned out. Could it get any
better? I won't buy anything GM again. Learned my lesson the hard way. Also every one of my
last 5 GM vehicles burned out the transmission as well, and most had trouble with overheating
and head gaskets too. BrianBTT14 answered 5 years ago. Since a faster-turning engine needs
more fuel and the crankshaft position sensor tells the ECM how fast the engine is turning, the
crankshaft position sensor is required by the fuel delivery system. Once the vehicle has been
turned off, it may not start until the crankshaft position sensor has been replaced and the codes
have been cleared from the ECM. If the vehicle does go into limp home mode, the driver should
get to the mechanic or home as soon as possible. Types of Crankshaft Position Sensors
Depending on the manufacturer, your vehicle may have one of four types of crankshaft sensor:
A magnetic pickup coil A Hall-effect sensor A magneto-resistive element An optical sensor. My
truck is in limp home mode so know to figure out what kind of sensor i have. I will post what the
problem was once i fix the problem. Please help still no start on 98 Chevy truck after replacing 2
fuel pump,fuel relay,starter relay, ingintion module switch fuel pump reluagtor and spider. Also I
have no fuel pressure when I check the valve on the fuel line. Andre answered 5 years ago. I
have a 91 suburban 5. Scott answered 5 years ago. Sorry I have a question ,I have a 98vortec
But my key has no chip. My truck has been crank no start since early summer when I replaced
fuel pump You can cycle the pump several times and the pump makes a noise so I know it's
working But it will get louder. After several try's then the truck will bump start. And will start
back every time you shut it off as long as you don't leave it off for more than thirty mins. The the
same thing all over again. Before you could let it sit over night and it would bump start not the
case now new fuel pump filter crank sensor I'm disgusted Need a ford. AirRideMonty answered
5 years ago. Joy answered 5 years ago. My husband is a mechanic he can fix it Emil
usyournumber at joybutcher39 gmail. Derrick answered 5 years ago. Mark answered 5 years
ago. My 96 Chevy Cheyenne had the same problem. I finally found if I took the bottom off the
steering column and took the wire coming down from the switch and pulled on them it would
start. Then I noticed only some of my idiot lights would come on with the switch. The rest would
come on when I pulled on the wires this let the truck start. After changing fuel pump twice the

spider new plugs wires. Tune complete and starter related fuel pump relay ING switch and
module battery found out along it was the wiring harness coming from the fuel pump up to the
engine. Just FYI to anyone. Kevinmcnally answered 5 years ago. Had a no start issue 98 Chevy
5. Would not restart has fuel pressure.. Checked spark by removing plug wire at spark plug 3
truck started up and ran on 7 cyl. Went out bought a cap started right up.. Long story short of
you have a no start 12v and fuel pressure pull 3 plug wire 2nd one back on driver side if it starts
repl. Cheddah answered 5 years ago. I have a 98' GMC sierra 5. Cissy answered 5 years ago.
Please help, at the end of possibilities-- GMC 4wd, 5. Started a month ago. Changed out the coil
and Ig Control module next to it but no luck. Tried it times in 8 hours and had it towed to my
mechanic that Immediately called and said it cranked right off the tow truck! A week later same
thing but burned up a starter in the process of starting it Replaced starter and the whole
distributor from Auto Zone. Check engine light still on so took it in and the code said crank and
cam sensors so the mechanic turned the distributor until is snap on computer machine said it
was aligned at zero. He turned the check engine light off and it stayed off the rest of the day.
This morning it is back on so went to AZ and their code thing said it was the ICM again, even
though I just replaced it a month ago. Sat in their parking lot and took it off and replaced it with
another new ICM and undid the positive battery cable for 5 seconds and hooked it back up, but
the 'service engine soon' light was still on and the codes STILL said it's the ICM. What I have
noticed is that even though the check engine light is on, sometimes when I start it cold it wants
to die if I don't give it gas quickly and race it, and sometimes when I crank it cold it does that
usual tiny amount of racing like I think it's supposed to, to get the engine warm fast, I guess
kind of like an automatic choke. Also, yesterday when the mechanic lined back up the cam and
crank sensor, it no longer throws this code, he thought the new started sounded funny so he
checked the voltage going to it and I think he said it was at ? Even looked for shorts in the
wiring and patched up a few frayed spots. Mechanic after mechanic UNTIL last night, when an
old master said he recommended I try a new key, the original key if possible. So I went home,
got the original key, put it in, SES light went out. Got a new key made at the home depot and
used it all day. All appears well after driving it all day and intentionally starting it 30 times during
the day. He said that it has something to do with the built in security system-- if the key is worn,
and after 15 years it IS, mine so worn I could pull it out of the ignition with the truck running and
I liked that because I farm and I didn't have to restart the truck after getting out and getting back
in after unlocking and opening 3 gates a day If it's worn it doesn't always hit the tumblers right
and if it doesn't hit the lock tumblers right you can crank and crank but the security system
won't fire the cylinders EVEN IF you don't have a chip in your key, it does have some type
magnetic operation about the tumbler connection that trips or doesn't trip that start-up security
system, and a worn key won't hit right and trip or untrip the security system right every time.
Took original key and had new key made. Did notice that the original key and the new key will
not pull out of ignition like my old key did, and so far, so good, Mystery solved for me. This
time. Slaveman answered 4 years ago. Thanks Kevinmcnally, I just ran into that problem, a
friend and I just discovered that issue I found your response on this page, and you confimed
what we thought. OK If you have a 97 and up to some year and it ran or runs warm not cold, or
spits and sputters and you have checked spark, and fuel pressure at the schreider valve then its
your single port injection system. Pepperking answered 4 years ago. I have a 96 Chevy truck ex
cab 5. I have a Chevy Cheyenne 5. See pics 2. Replaced the in-line fuel filter see pics 3. This
produces an additional This has worked for me. Good luck guys, feedback will be appreciated. I
had the same problem as a lot of you guys. Changed a lot of items from fuel pump, filter,
regulator, distributor, rotor etc. I could spray with starting fluid and it would turn over.
Sometimes it would stay running and some times it would die. Also had the issue of randomly
falling dead also with no warning. Change the fuel injection spider. I have done that on 2
vehicles and have not had the issue sense. Found the part for about on amazon. Dealer wanted
and for labor. Diviant answered 4 years ago. Ok so I have a 98 with a similar problem. Except it
will start but it don't run worth a damn. It spits and sputters and backfires out the intake and
exhaust. I replaced fuel pump regulator and filter no change. I checked the timing by finding tdc
and pulled dizzy cap to make sure rotor was in the correct position and it was. So I replaced the
ICM and it fired right up and ran great for about 5 min then slowly started doing the same exact
thing all over again. Wtf is going on with this pos. I fought this for 6 months and had it in two
shops. Bigger one grounds the pump, and smaller one controls gauge. Good Luck!! I have a 98
Chevy truck 5. I have a k 4x4 with the 5. Rose answered 3 years ago. Well I have a 96 gmc c got
in my truck try ed to start it but would not start I turned the key but would not start so I had the.
Fuel filter changed still no start so I had fuel pump installed and it started but then I drove it to
the store and died in the middle of the street did that twice so I started to read all the reports
from u guys and then I just went out to the fuse box and took the email 1 fuse out cleaned it put

it back then took the injector. And relay fuse out then put it back and my truck started right up
it's now been two days and has not a problem starts right up and no dieing thank u. All woman
in need. I had the same problem all I know is that I did the same thing u did but I took the exam
fuse 1 out cleaned it put it back and then I took the injector relay fuse out cleaned it put it back it
started right up no problems and doesn't die anymore. Juan answered 3 years ago. Hi everyone,
I have a Chevy Silverado 5. Is this normal? Should the 12V be present all the time while the
ignition switch is in the on position? Bgentry answered 2 years ago. Did u ever find out what it
was my 97 gmc vortex is doing the same thing plz message me and let me no. Big C answered 2
years ago. Yes it was the the cracks shaft position sensor you have to buy the original one for
chevy I bought an aftermarket from autozone and it did work. I hope it helps. Juan answered 2
years ago. I found out that the fuel pump relay sent 12v for about 2 second and after the engine
start the oil pressure switch continue to sent 12v to the pump. I went to the library and print out
the wiring diagram of the fuel system. I replace the fuel pump and after one month the truck
wouldn't start and this is went post my comment asking for help. This is the bottom line; the
socket for the fuel pump relay had the clips vent and it was not making good contact with the
relay pins creating high amps and I beleive this is what burn the pump. I took a pick and gently
pull the clip back in position where the relay can make a good contact. Hopefully this help! The
truck is been running since. Skoota45 answered 2 years ago. Jw answered 2 years ago. My 96
chevy fuel pump goes out every month and I dont know why, I need help. Lilredchica answered
2 years ago. I'm sorry but if by want ur truck to blow up keep using I would look deeper for a lot
better.. GuruV83YP answered 2 years ago. I have a 96 ck replaced fuel filter, plugs, wires. Plugs
on pass side were black, driver side clean. Used fuel like crazy, could smell it. Now will start but
not run. Put seafoam in throttle body, got 5 sec of black smoke from tailpipe. Put fuel injector
cleaner in tank. What is next step. Don't want to give up. Luv this truck. Spratlzw answered 2
years ago. Replaced the fuel pump fuel filter ignition coil and fuel pump relay. Put a tester on it
has no codes was showing rm reading and I have 12v to the fuel pump. Please help! GuruXB
answered 2 years ago. I have a 94 Chevy Astro that would die like the switch was shut off and
fail to restart, fail to start whether hot or cold, crank forever but not start. Mechanic replaced
fuel pump, fuel wouldn't go to the rail, replaced spider injectors, it ran for a few months before it
did it again. Mechanic replaced steering column, including ignition which was giving me
problems , Did it again, mechanic replaced starter coil, worked a few times and same thing
again. I researched it and found a site that listed failure of spider injectors with bad ICM.
Replaced ICM, so far, so good. Jesus answered 2 years ago. Had a no start issue on my 5. Fuel
pressure was ok, spark seemed ok. Thanks to kevinmcnally I removed spark plug wire 3 and it
fired up. Chris answered about a year ago. It could be your pass lock module. If it is bad it will
shut down your fuel pump and not let your truck get fuel. Mine went bad on my truck and I
replaced the fuel pump and relay before figuring it out. Its located under your dash by your
cigarette lighter plug in. Little black box. It's not the easiest to get to and they dont sell them
anymore so you'll have to find someone who rebuilds them. Just make sure you get the right
one and match numbers. Guru1LKRW answered about a year ago. Guru2KJ7F answered 11
months ago. Starts fine warm but doesn't when cold. Fuel pressure regulator on the 5. If you
have psi to the intake, that's your problem. Need to remove intake to change it. For the time it
takes and the price of a new one, I only use that truck to plow snow, so I plug it in when I need
to use it. Michael answered 11 months ago. The plug on the distributor are bad about going out
on these trucks. I buy and flip them all time. Seems like every time it wont crank this is the
issue. If you use starter fluid and it wont crank 9 times out of ten this is the issue from my
experience. Guru61N77 answered 11 months ago. GuruFD2WW answered 10 months ago. I am
also running into that issue, My tahoe limited with a whipple just shut down while driving. It
wouldn't start back up. It needed a fuel pump and now has 60psi pressure holding. The ICM was
replaced as well it will start with ether for a few seconds until it burns out so it has spark and
fuel but won't start. I am leaning towards the PCM because it shows no codes although the
check engine light is on when trying to start and after I start it with ether the check engine light
shuts off. Does this sound correct or is there anything else I am missing or can check this in
anyway? Thank you. I do not have any security lights in anyway either so I do not think it is
security related. Matthew answered 2 months ago. Here goes: givens what I know for sure :
Chevy Silverado truck, 4 wheel drive, Note: it turns out that those who listen to the OBDII on
board diagnostic system will be the not so proud owner of an extra ignition system of just about
every component of the ignition system of this model of engine if you believe what your OBDII
tells you. Those dollars in those components could support an entire 3 world country out of
poverty Pressure gauge at Schrader valve port is 60psi. Running condition: rough even when
warm. The diagnostic reader pointed to mass air flow sensor, they changed it, still no change in
running condition, they had just enough left of budget to check other operating conditions and

found that even though I had 60 psi at fuel rail My fuel system only allowed for a little VOLUME
of fuel to be delivered at the Fuel Rail schrader valve port. They had a snap on fuel gauge that
measured volume - unfamiliar to me, I don't know everything it turns out. The new direction Im
heading now, is to determine where the volume of fuel is going. No external leaks. I will test at
schrader valve to compare. Any suggestions or results of similar experiences???? Guru9Z1S9V
answered 2 months ago. Always start with the basics. Spark fuel compression. Air is normally a
give. Check air filter. Pull plugs see running condition. Lean mixture. If the plugs are black they
are fouled. Oil or fuel leak. Possible injector bad rings or gasket. Plug has white specs? Check
coolant for contamination to verify. Check all grounds the more the better. These trucks run off
electrostatic components and can and will fry with a simple touch from you carrying static. Alex
answered about a day ago. Spratlzw answered about a day ago. I had to he same issue on my 96
Chevy After throwing a lot of parts at it and chasing down forum after forum it turned out to be
the grounding cable from the engine block to the frame. It looked decent from the eye but as
soon as I grabbed the cable it crumbled apart. Won't start replaced ICM, distributor, cap, rotor,
plugs, ignition module harness, crank sensor, still no start, back fires every now and then when
I attempt to start, smell a lot of fuel out the Replaced a very bad distributor, cap, roter, wires and
plugs. Also old fuel filter, and fuel pressure regulator. Truck has over , miles and the above
parts were all original. I have worked o Ok guys, here's one for you. I have a 96 C 4. Had a lot of
check engine codes, random multiple cylinder misfires, so I did your typical tune up, plugs
wires cap rotor pcv valve air fil My c 5. I replaced the spark plug wires and it's getting power it
just won't turn over and start. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
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Truck parts from top vendors in the industry. Whether it be replacement Chevy Truck parts,
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Shopping. The Chevrolet Silverado is a range of trucks manufactured by General Motors under
the Chevrolet brand. The fourth generation of the model line was introduced for the model year.
In Mexico, heavy-duty versions of the Silverado use the Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While
sharing chassis and bodies, the model chronology of the Silverado and Sierra are different, with
five generations of the Sierra and four of the Silverado. Largely the successor to the GMT
chassis, the medium-duty Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet, with no plans for an equivalent
GMC version. A small refresh for models was introduced in , bringing slight design changes and
an upgrade to the audio and HVAC controls. The later By the end of , a final design was chosen
and finalized for production in June at 36 months ahead of scheduled start in June Development
sign-off was issued in late , with pre-production and series production commencement in June
There are a number of models of light-duty Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS ,
and Hybrid. The light-duty trucks use the name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box
is only available with the crew cab and extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and
a 3-door extended cab were available, along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8.
In , a driver's side door option became available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and
the crew-cab body was added to the lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an
optional lighter composite box, with a suspension package for towing, but lacked the
high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced
a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra in , with a new front end and a slightly updated
rear end. In the Silverado received another facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD
models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was
used from to Its SUV counterparts retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal

offset crash test for poor structural integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were
recorded on the dummy's body regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was
changed to Sierra Denali , but the specifications remained essentially the same except for the
addition of Quadrasteer and GM changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a
4. The Sierra Denali was initially equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard
equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and
improved lane changing while towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra
Denali after the model year and its entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option.
Launched in early , the Silverado SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is
based on the Silverado Extended Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive
train and both exterior and interior appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was
the same engine used for the second generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was
dropped and the rear wheel drive was the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in
both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The
truck came with several minor appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests,
Intimidator custom badging , but was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled
trucks, only were made the remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks
before the These trucks were only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with
cloth or leather interior. Also features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced
in to a limited market mainly consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was
available nationwide for MY It was available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This
special edition package under option code B4V included several options previously not found
on the standard model, most notably the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on
extended cab standard box 2WD trucks. The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8.
The models were upgraded with the larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine
was available for a two-wheel drive application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package,
interior choices ranged from basic cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color
options available with this package. In , the Vortec Max trailering package became available.
This was because the Vortec Max package was intended for max trailer towing, while the
Performance Edition was intended more for customers who wanted the Silverado SS
mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also made available in addition to the
extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing capacity with the VortecMax
Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not
actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of micro hybrid design. The truck
uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from customers for more than what they were
worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of power for the accessories make this truck
well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at idle for hours at a time. Availability was
extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck
was generally available to retail buyers throughout North America. The HD variant was a
heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison
transmission with the Vortec and Duramax 6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and
high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had 5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box
model with two and four-wheel-drive, the Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The
center console area provided an area to store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well
as extra charging points for them and an area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage
trays and larger cupholders throughout the cab, including one temperature controlled
cupholder. The exterior featured lower body cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome
grille. These trucks also featured a standard bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet,
and many optional accessories suited to tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series
came standard with the 5. Other factors, such as options, can also affect these numbers. It
features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame, and suspension as well as power increases on
certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics
over their predecessors like steeply raked windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve
fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door
regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with front-opening rear doors that now open degrees
similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional
two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same
billet grille from the other Denali models, and also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra
Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After
skipping the model year, with being the last for the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model
was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a
nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at

horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique transmission houses the electric motors
along with three different planetary gear sets and four traditional clutches. There were two dash
options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics
the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional upright dash to make room for a passenger
seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size trucks were no longer sold in United States
and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6
engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake controller , first available on the Silverado and
Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks. A refresh followed with all models, including
new interior door panels which moved the handle forward and added an additional cup holder
and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was
given wider availability, now being optional on LT and SLE extended and crew cabs, completely
supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process. The new Z71 Appearance Package was
optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille and front fascia, body color door handles
and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge
cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another refresh. Trailer sway control and hill
start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The 6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison transmission is paired with the optional
Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates new upper and lower control arms and
new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger and lighter than the previous arms, while
the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each
gross weight rating allows for better control over vehicle height, resulting in improved handling
and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front
axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to accommodate a snow plow. Additional front
suspension enhancements come from new urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper
shock mount has been changed from a single stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the
possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs
that are wider and capable of greater load handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves,
with front and rear spring sections of different lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in
axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak
and side curtain airbags are optional on certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a
"Good" score in their frontal crash test, however models equipped with or without optional side
curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the
platform and changed to K2XX. The third generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4.
Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen multimedia interface system will be available on most models.
A Bose premium audio system, as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be
available on most models. OnStar will be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado
rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's
frame is built with high strength steel as well. The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on
the hood, for the engine block and for the control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is
made of roll-formed steel instead of stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save
weight and gain strength. The third generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country
edition which includes saddle brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the
luxury market. A revised front end features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series
Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado
completed assembly on April 29, The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the
Silverado HD Series being available in early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was
issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent
specialists imported and converted Silverado and GMC Sierra for Australian and
right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6. No version was offered. For the
model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new OnStar telematics system with
4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint color options, new exterior tow
mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of trucks equipped with a front bench
seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and amp alternators for models equipped
with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special Edition for the Silverado truck series.
Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now feature a wireless charging pad on
the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD models equipped with the 6.
Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in , GM offered an eAssist mild
hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic transmission and has the
same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became available nationwide and was also
offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high
output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly interior. Available on four-wheel drive

Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD
All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road
special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's high-level of refinement and technologies. All
Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a unique body-color grille surround, which flanks
a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear
bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black
accents, including belt moldings, front bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold
attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal
color touchscreen, Teen Driver, remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision
Camera, adjustable pedals, leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile
device charging. Sierra HD All Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong
engineering underneath its surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X
also includes the Z71 off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer
case skid plates, twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information
graphics in the Driver Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For
that year, Chevrolet has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck
series. There were several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series
shown in boldface. Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado
were introduced to commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the
Centennial Edition Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the
third-generation Silverado for , which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation
Chevrolet Silverado The first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the
second-generation Chevrolet Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic,
and and versions of the truck were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC also offered versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well,
and will do the same for , offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited.
The reveal of the all-new Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was
airlifted via helicopter onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck
owners and enthusiasts, as well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the
Silverado , multiple Chevrolet trucks of different generations were on display as well.
Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black
front fascia, black rear step bumper, black Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and
rear tailgate, gloss black-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered
suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center
fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal
unveiling of the Silverado took place at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit ,
Michigan on January 13, , exactly years after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on
January 13, Silverado has been launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim
levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power
windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview
backup camera system. Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS
navigation, SiriusXM Satellite Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a
Bose premium audio system with seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a
remote starter system, heated and ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and
heated rear seats. For , the Rally and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the
model year. The Midnight Edition features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels,
black dual exhaust tips, and black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree
have teamed up to produce a special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is
based on a Silverado Crew Cab Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree
camouflage graphics inside and out. The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC
Sierra offers a choice of six different engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base
engine on lower trim levels is the horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new,
horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims
is a horsepower, 6. An all-new, horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed,
8-speed, or speed automatic transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss
trims, and optional on all other Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6.
According to EPA ratings, rear drive Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now
be compatible in its infotainment system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado
models increase in payload up to 14 percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the

model includes an industry's first VIN -specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle
towing app on its GM infotainment system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet
Silverado counterpart by offering unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed
constructed from carbon fiber , a 3" x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror
backup camera system, and a luxury Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own
distinct exterior styling, though interior styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado
Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the
load stop or provide easy access to the bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains
include improved versions of the current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will
come as standard equipment on gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4.
All trim levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP ,
power windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear
view backup camera system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra regular cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable
in other trim levels in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards
fleet and commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black
front grille, black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks,
manual black side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup
camera and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a
split front bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome
Appearance Group 17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G
LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and
the Power Equipment Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side
mirrors, and cruise control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint
color. Major additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as
well as power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black
Metallic paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado
and Sierra pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly
named Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include
wireless CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were
also made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic
is a deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is
built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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Register? Site Notices. Chevy pulls most reliable advert after Toyota challenges Page 1 of 2.
Previous Page. Next Page. NE, USA. This claim is based on some very selective survey data that
Chevy sponsored. Toyota has disputed Chevrolet's claimand now the ad's been pulled from the
rotation. The ad that came out early January is just one in a long line of cringe-inducing "real
people" commercials, only this time it was, Chevy "surprising" people when it comes to
reliability. Chevrolet was able to make a technically correct claim about the reliability of their
model year cars using a narrow operational definition and a selective data set. AR, USA. LoL,
Chevy. Mahk was right all along. IN, USA. Quote History. Originally Posted By Rumrunner Mahk
was right all along. That Chevy commercial was a joke. Toyota has spent so much money on
their frame recall campaigns that I'm surprised they even wanted to bring reliability up. VA,
USA. Tell us more about the following 1st Gen Sequoia issues, Toyota TX, USA. CT, USA. NY,
USA. Lol GM. Endeavor to Persevere. Much advertising these days is a pack of lies. That's why
they add the miniscule text at the bottom of the screen for. There is a reason some rookies roll
more hose than others It will go to auction without a new engine and be replaced with a Dodge,
which has saved us thousands of dollars each year in maintenance. However, since it'll be
rocking the tried and true Cummins View Quote View All Quotes. NC, USA. They have treated
me like gold. Not for 1 second would I take pride of ownership of a Japanese vehicle. TN, USA.
You have had 6 vehicles in 25 years so about 4 years per vehicle. My Japanese vehicles average
10 years of age and about , miles each and are gold. Screw Chevy. WI, USA. My Tacoma feels
like a new vehicle with 98k on it. I fully expect another k on it before I replace it. Whatever the
liberal elite wants printed is propaganda; whatever it wants suppressed is news. They had just
liberated a nation. All steely and ready for action. I'm very discreet. I have no code of ethics. I

will kill anyone, anywhere. Children, animals, old people, doesn't matter. I just love killing. MT,
USA. Chevy more reliable that Toyota and Honda. IL, USA. Fuck GM. So reliable it had to be
nationalized. PA, USA. Originally Posted By madwis My Tacoma feels like a new vehicle with
98k on it. OR, USA. I love the generic and illogical bashing of whatever auto maker is up for
discussion. My Tahoe has been solid for over K miles now. My Jeep Wrangler before that was
also. Last chevy was my last chevy , never again. AZ, USA. Meh, I'm on my first Dodge, I've been
driving it almost 22 years. Does it make me think all Dodges are super reliable? Nope, I'm just a
good owner , all the brands I've owned were trouble free. All cars are getting better and the gap
between worst and best is shrinking. Never again fuck GM. Land Cruiser, 4Runner, and a Camry
are in my driveway. GA, USA. Just replaced the starter and power steering pump. I think that's
pretty impressive. My parents did too and bought a new tacoma last year. As life long gm
buyers they were seeking something of better quality. My wife's yukon has eaten motor mounts,
a pcm, clanks at the slip yoke, and uses and leaks oil with less than , miles. I forgot the ac died
previously and the dash is all cracked to hell. If she wasn't working virtually at home and rarely
driving it it would already be gone. I told her not to get it. I bought one chevy silverado new in
and it was a lemon. The dealership made a bad situation worse. After 12 mos I dumped it. The
guy who eventually bought it had nothing but trouble. Never again. My Yaris is at k with no
issues. KS, USA. Edit: yes the did. Ops article is from CO, USA. The mob is fickle, brother. For
the next commercial, they should get a bunch of Toyota owners together that had their frame
replaced and constant issues as a result. Love how you grip the microphone, Sugar. About AR
Stay Connected. Newsletter Subscribe to our monthly Newsletter to receive firearm news,
product discounts from your favorite Industry Partners, and more. Contact Us Advertising.
Twisted10 You boys like Mexico? View Quote ahnglw Our last Ford ambulance blew up its
engine this week. View Quote LoL, Dodge. LoL, Dodge. My Tundra running strong at k. Not for 1
second would I take pride of ownership of a Japanese vehicle View Quote That's weird, because
I just bought my first new Toyota truck, after driving the fucking wheels off of my last one, a
ETA, that was with , miles. We still have my wife's though. It's on ' Yes, that's two thousand and
two. It's flawless. View Quote There's still plenty of 25 yo japanese vehicles putting around too.
View Quote The wife has had her own too. I know plenty of people that have had their
misfortunes with Toyota, GM, Ford and others. GM has treated me well and like their vehicles.
My last had k on it and I replaced a trans and a fuel pump. All my trucks have been good to me
That Cumminswill keep on chooching as the Fiat collapses around it. I had one. F Master Race.
BurtMacklin Let's Roll! Not for 1 second would I take pride of ownership of a Japanese vehicle
View Quote My tundra was made in texas, where are light duty silverados made again??? Some
of us also choose not to support the UAW. I get one or two offers every year. Just drove it from
AZ to IN for school. View Quote While Toyota is made in America most of the parts and anything
that has to do other than American labor comes from japan. Ford uses the most made in
America parts along with the logic, motors, etc other than the robots which are fanuc. Ford is
the most American made truck out there. Most of chevy and all of dodges trucks are made in
Mexico. An Important Message from Hendrick. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual
mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. We even offer popular
pre-owned cars for sale from other makes. As you shop for your next Glen Allen commuter, you
may be curious to know what the benefits are of choosing pre-owned cars for sale. There are
plenty to note, including:. To learn more, feel free to contact our team to start a conversation.
The reasons are many! The moment you step into our showroom and far after driving home in
your pre-owned SUV, sedan, or truck, you can enjoy the following perks at our dealership:. Have
lingering questions about our inventory of used cars for sale? Our team looks forward to
assisting you! No problem! In addition to viewing our entire inventory of pre-owned models for
sale online, you can also access the following tools to help you through the car-buying process
from the comfort of your home:. All prices and offers are before state, city and county tax, tag,
title and license fees. All prices and offers include all rebates and incentives which the dealer
retains unless otherwise specifically provided. Dealer not responsible for errors and omissions;
all offers subject to change without notice, please confirm listings with dealer. Transportation
charges may apply. Please contact the dealership for more specific information. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Sales: Service:
Contact Us. Sales: Call Now. Service: Call Now. Get Hours and Directions x. Show All Filters
View List. View Grid. Vehicle Condition New Certified Pre-Owned Pre-Owned Make Acura Alfa
Romeo 5. Audi Bentley 2. BMW Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Chrysler Dodge FIAT 4. Ford Genesis
GMC Honda Hyundai Jaguar Jeep Kia Land Rover Lexus Lincoln Maserati 6. Maybach 1. Mazda
Mercedes-Benz MINI Mitsubishi Nissan Porsche Ram Scion 1. Subaru Suzuki 1. Tesla Toyota
Volkswagen Volvo Models 1 Series 1. A-Class 2. A3 Sedan 7. A4 A4 Sedan A5 Coupe 1. A5
Sportback 7. A6 allroad 1. Acadia Acadia Limited 3. Accent 5. Accord Accord Hybrid Accord

Sedan 6. Altima Armada 9. Ascent 6. Atlas Atlas Cross Sport 1. ATS 1. ATS Sedan 7. Avalon
Avalon Hybrid 4. B-Class 1. Beetle 2. Beetle Convertible 1. Blazer Bolt EV 1. Boxster 1. C-Class
C-HR C-Max Hybrid 2. Cadenza 4. Camaro Camry Camry Hybrid 1. Canyon Captiva Sport Fleet 2.
Cascada 1. Cayenne Cayman 1. Challenger Charger Cherokee Civic Civic Hybrid 2. Civic Sedan
2. Civic Si 1. Civic Type R 9. CLA Clarity Plug-In Hybrid 3. CLS 4. Clubman Colorado Compass
Continental 2. Continental GT V8 1. Convertible Cooper Clubman 4. Cooper Convertible 2.
Cooper Countryman 7. Cooper Hardtop 6. Cooper Hardtop 4 Door 5. Corolla Corolla Hatchback
3. Corolla iM 2. Corvette Corvette Stingray 7. Countryman CR-V CR-V Hybrid 2. CR-Z 1.
Crosstour 2. Crosstrek Cruze Cruze Limited 4. CT h 3. CT5 1. CT6 4. CTS 1. CTS Sedan CTS-V
Sedan 2. CX-3 7. CX-5 CX-9 Dart 2. DeVille 1. Discovery Discovery Sport Durango E-Class
E-PACE 2. Eclipse Cross 2. Econoline Commercial Cutaway 1. EcoSport 4. Edge Elantra Elantra
GT 1. Enclave Encore Envision 5. Equinox ES ES h 2. Escalade Escalade ESV Escape
Expedition 6. Expedition Max 4. Explorer Express Cargo Van Express Passenger 3. F F Heritage
1. F-PACE F-TYPE 4. Fiesta 3. Fit Flex 8. Focus Forester Forte Forte 5-Door 1. Frontier 9. Fusion
Fusion Hybrid 4. G-Class 4. G37 1. G37 Coupe 3. G37 Sedan 3. G80 Genesis 3. Ghibli 4. Giulia 2.
GLA Gladiator GLB 2. GLC GLE GLK 3. GLS Golf 6. Golf Alltrack 3. Golf GTI 8. Golf R 1. Golf
SportWagen 2. GR Supra 3. Grand Caravan 8. Grand Cherokee Grand Vitara 1. GS GT-R 1. GX
GX 4. Hardtop 2 Door Hardtop 4 Door HHR 1. Highlander Highlander Hybrid 2. HR-V I-PACE 1.
ILX Impala Impreza 2. Impreza Wagon 3. Insight 6. IS IS t 4. IS 1. IS 4. IS 2. Jetta Jetta GLI 6. Jetta
Sedan 6. Journey JUKE 2. K 3. Kicks 2. Kona 1. LaCrosse 6. Land Cruiser 1. LEAF 2. Legacy
Liberty 2. LR4 1. LS 6. LX M-Class 5. Macan Malibu Maxima Mazda3 4. Mazda3 4-Door 3. Mazda3
5-Door 8. Mazda3 Hatchback 3. Mazda3 Sedan 1. Mazda6 MDX Mirage 1. Mirage G4 1. MKC 1.
MKX 5. MKZ 4. Model 3 7. Model S 4. Model X 2. Murano Mustang MX-5 Miata 3. MX-5 Miata RF 2.
Navigator 2. Navigator L 1. Niro 3. NSX 1. NV Compact Cargo 1. NX NX t NX 1. NX h 1. Odyssey
Optima Optima Hybrid 2. Outback Outlander 5. Outlander Sport 4. Pacifica Palisade 3. Panamera
Passat Passport Pathfinder Patriot 8. Pilot Prius Prius c 2. Prius Prime 4. Prius v 2. ProMaster
Cargo Van 2. ProMaster City Cargo Van 3. ProMaster City Wagon 1. Q3 Q5 Q50 8. Q60 3. Q7
Q70L 1. Quattroporte 2. QX30 2. QX50 3. QX60 QX70 2. QX80 5. Ram 1. Range Rover Range
Rover Evoque 6. Range Rover Sport Range Rover Velar 7. Ranger 5. RAV4 RC RC t 1. RC 1. RDX
Regal 2. Regal Sportback 1. Regal TourX 2. Renegade Ridgeline Rio 2. RLX 1. Rogue Rogue
Sport 6. Routan 1. RS 5 Coupe 2. RS 5 Sportback 2. RX RX h 2. RX 1. S-Class S3 Sedan 1. S5
Cabriolet 1. S5 Sportback 1. S60 S90 3. Santa Fe Santa Fe Sport Santa Fe XL 1. Savana Cargo
Van 2. SC 2. Sedona 9. Seltos 1. Sentra Sequoia 3. Sienna Sierra Sierra Limited 1. Sierra HD
Sierra HD available WiFi 2. Sierra HD 2. Silverado Silverado LD 6. Silverado HD Silverado HD 2.
SL-Class 3. SLC 1. SLK 1. Sonata Sonata Hybrid 3. Sonic Sorento Soul Spark 3. Sportage SQ5 9.
SRX Stelvio 3. Stinger 5. Suburban Tacoma Tacoma 2WD Tacoma 4WD Tahoe Taurus 5. Taycan
1. Telluride 2. Terrain Tiguan Titan 5. Titan XD 8. TLX Trailblazer 1. Transit Connect Wagon 1.
Transit Van 1. Transit Wagon 1. Traverse Trax TSX 2. TSX Sport Wagon 1. TT RS 1. TTS 1.
Tucson Tundra Tundra 2WD 8. Tundra 2WD Truck 2. Tundra 4WD Tundra 4WD Truck 6. UX V60
7. V60 Cross Country 1. V90 Cross Country 2. Veloster 4. Venza 4. Verano 3. Versa 1. Versa Note
1. Versa Sedan 5. Volt 7. Wrangler Wrangler JK 3. Wrangler JK Unlimited 9. Wrangler Unlimited
WRX 8. X1 X2 X3 X5 XC40 6. XC60 XC70 1. XC90 XT4 6. XT5 XT6 1. XTS 6. XV Crosstrek 2. Yaris
iA 3. Yukon Yukon XL Body Type Cars Compact Coupe SUVs Trucks Vans Wagon Year 2.
Features 3rd Row Seat Adaptive Cruise Control Adaptive Headlights 5. Android Auto Apple
CarPlay Automatic Climate Control AWD Backup Camera Blind Spot Monitor Bluetooth Cold
Weather Package Collision Avoidance 1. Cooled Seats Deluxe Touring Package 1. Distronic
Drivers Assistance Package Dual Zone Climate Control 8. Entune Audio Plus Entune Premium
Audio with Navigation Fog Lights Forward Collision Warning Hands-Free Liftgate Heated Seats
Interior Accents Keyless Entry Lane Departure Warning Lane keep assist Leather Seats M Sport
Memory Seats Navigation System Panoramic Sunroof Parktronic Performance Tire and Wheel
Power Seats Premium 1 Package Premium 2 Package Premium Audio Premium Package
Premium Plus Package Push Start Rain Sensing Wipers Rear Entertainment System 4. Rear
Heated Seats Rear Sunshade Remote Start Satellite Radio Ready Side-Impact Air Bags Sport
Touring 2. Technology Package Tow Package WiFi Hotspot Wireless Phone Charging Xenon
Headlights City MPG 10 to 20 Highway MPG 10 to 20 Fuel Type Diesel Fuel Electric Fuel System
Flex Fuel Gasoline Fuel Hybrid Fuel Mileage 0 - 30K Recently Modified New this week. Advanced
Search Keyword search:. Stock or VIN :. Shop from Home! Details 40 More. Engine:
Turbocharged Gas I4 1. Get E-Price. Personalize Your Payment. We also have a wide variety of
pre-owned vehicles including many low mileage, one-owner vehicles to choose from.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall

status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Call Now. Details 10 More.
Engine: Gas I4 1. Vortex Blue Pearl exterior and Gray interior, Fit trim. Hendrick Affo Pre-Owned
Kia Soul. Base trim, Molten exterior and Black seat trim interior. Satellite Radio. Engine: Regular
Unleaded V-6 3. Hendrick Affordable, Superb Condition. SXT trim. In addition, its interior is
pleasant, well-trimmed and comfortable.. Details 41 More. Engine: Gas I4 2. Details 42 More.
Engine: Turbocharged I4 1. Pre-Owned Buick Encore Convenience. Details 47 More. Superb
Condition, Hendrick Affordable. SX trim. NAV, Seat comfort is good in all three rows, with
adult-size space even in the way back.. Details 43 More. SE trim. Navigation, Moonroof, Heated
Se Engine: Gas V8 4. Hendrick Affordable, Clean. Details Save. Details 44 More. Nav Sys
Pre-Owned Ford Escape Titanium. Details 39 More. Engine: Regular Unlead
how much is a 2016 nissan versa
audi 42 v8 engine
parts of a mosque diagram
ed I-4 2. Preferred trim. Pre-Owned Buick Encore Preferred. It's nimble in traffic and gets away
from a stoplight quickly.. LS trim. Engine: Turbocharged Gas I4 2. Pre-Owned Chevrolet Malibu
Premier. Engine: Regular Unleaded H-4 2. Limited trim. NAV, Sunroof, Pre-Owned Subaru
Crosstrek Limited. Engine: Gas V6 3. LT trim. Even with the third-row seats up, it can swallow
more luggage than many rivals. With the second and third-row seats folded down, its cavernous
cargo hold can haul more than anything in its class, save for its Buick sibling.. Engine: Premium
Unleaded V-6 3. SV trim, Brilliant Silver exterior and Charco SV trim, Brilliant Silver exterior and
Charcoal interior. Vehicle Price. Loan Term Custom. Calculate Payments. Payment Details
Estimated Amount Financed:. Filter Results Close. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close.
Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email
share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today!

